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Student-to-student marketing is the future
You share the facts. It's time to let your students share the experience. Unibuddy is reimagining how higher ed does recruitment.
Book a demo




Your Gen Z strategy starts now
EngagePersonalizeSimplify

Engage
Show prospective students you understand their needs by connecting them with ambassadors. Let them engage authentically from the early exploration stages through to campus arrival.
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Personalize 
Tailor your recruitment strategy based on what your prospective students are asking about, which virtual events they’re attending, and what communities they’re joining.
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Simplify
Free up the time it takes to manually match prospective students and ambassadors. Instead, let them select the right connections for them — whether that’s a current student, staff, or faculty member.
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%
of admits enrolled were Unibuddy users vs. 21% of those who weren’t
NYU Tandon School of Engineering

%
yield rate after implementing Unibuddy, compared with a 16% institutional average 
St John’s University

%
of accepted users enrolled after using Unibuddy  
Erasmus School of Economics



Meet students where they are
Our scalable platform gives you the tools and insights to engage prospective students — during the entire enrollment journey. The result? You empower students to make more confident decisions about their future, and get better qualified applicants. It’s a win-win.


Explore our platform







See why higher ed institutions love Unibuddy
Unibuddy is one of the strategic tools we employ to support students in their enrollment journey, and it is by far the most impactful in our toolkit. When I measure engagement in our CRM Slate, prospective students spend more time interacting with our ambassadors than any other channel or activity we offer.



“Conversation insights are a critically important part of using Unibuddy. We’re able to read what questions are being asked and what concerns our prospects have — and translate this into our marketing efforts.”



“We know that peer influence is such an important part of our prospective students’ higher ed choice. Giving them the opportunity to chat with our current students through Unibuddy has given confidence and a sense of belonging.”



“Our current student ambassadors get to share their personal experiences and give advice to prospective students. Our conversion rates are now significantly higher after students have communicated with an ambassador or staff on Unibuddy.”
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Erin O'Brien
Chief Enrollment and Marketing Officer, University at Buffalo School of Management
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Jessica Raquel Stern
Assistant Director, Graduate & International Recruitment at USC Viterbi School  of Engineering
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Paul Woods
Director of Student Recruitment and Marketing at Middlesex University
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Trish Rechichi
Director of Future Students at University of Western Australia











See more customer stories
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Your future starts here
Choosing your university or college is a daunting decision. But don’t worry, we’re here to help you cut through the noise.


I'm interested

“Having someone that I spoke to prior to coming to the university made me feel more welcome and comfortable”


Amy
Prospective Student







Learn more




Level up your recruitment strategy
Book a product demo with one of our University Partnership Executives today.


Book a demo
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